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ABSTRACT 
This approach is mainly used to reduce the static power 

consumption in peripheral circuits of Spin-transfer torque 

RAM (STT-RAM) instruction caches. According to this 

approach only a small set of instructions are accessed inside 

a program loop. We introduce a loop cache made of SRAM 

between the Processor and the L1instruction cache which is 

made of STT-RAM. When a loop cache has an entire loop 

cached, the L1 instruction cache can be turned off to save 

energy during the execution of the loop.  

General Terms 
Caches, instruction caches, Power gating, low power. 

Keywords 
Spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM), Loop-aware sleep 
controller, Loop Cache. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM) is a universal 

memory technology which has many attractive 

characteristics such as low-leakage power, high density, 

unlimited endurance and short read time comparable than 

that of SRAM. STT-RAM is more suitable for performance 

critical last-level caches. In most of the computer 

architecture researchers are mainly focussing on STT-RAM’s 

Potential as a replacement for SRAM-based on –chip 

memory. SRAM has high leakage power when compared to 

STT-RAM. The main advantage of using STT-RAM is good 

compatibility with standard CMOS Process. 

STT-RAM is mainly used in high-speed portable 

devices with extended battery life. The major applications of 

STT-RAM are used in data centre applications and as a main 

memory in PC and servers. STT-RAM is used as a good 

mobile RAM replacement. As a result when STT-RAM is used 

in L2 or L3 caches its leakage energy is sufficiently small to 

compensate the increased dynamic energy consumption 

because of higher write energy. 

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture for 

low-power STT-RAM instruction caches that are power-

gated based on program loops. Our main contributions are as 

follows. 

1) For the first time, we address the problem of 

static power consumption in STT-RAM caches. Static energy 

is very important because peripheral circuit does have a 

considerable amount of static power consumption and 

technology scaling is expected to accelerate its increase. 

2) For the first time, we propose an efficient power-

down strategy for STT-RAM instruction caches. Existing 

techniques for power-gating SRAM caches cannot be applied 

to STT-RAM caches where memory cells themselves do not 

consume any static power, and thus, well-known line-by-line 

techniques including drowsy caches and cache decay will not 

be effective at all. 

             
             3) We combine our power-down strategy with 
improved version of loop caches and non-volatility of STT-
RAM caches, which leads to a remarkable synergy effect. 
 
An STT-RAM cell is composed of one access transistor 

and one magnetic tunnel junction element. In this structure, 

the transistors are turned on only for cells involved in read 

or write operations. Because all other cells are inactive, STT-

RAM cells are generally considered as not consuming any 

leakage power, that is, the only source of leakage power in 

STT-RAM is its peripheral circuits.  

STT-RAM caches consume leakage power because 

of their peripheral circuits and its amount is large enough to 

be a significant portion of total power consumption. 

According to Guo, leakage power of a 4MB STT-RAM L2 

cache is 3.3W in 32nm technology node whereas the SRAM 

counterpart consumes 6.5W of static power. Jog also showed 

that STT-RAM caches consume more than half of the static 

power dissipated by the iso-area SRAM caches. Therefore, 

even for STT-RAM caches, reducing static power 

consumption is still an important problem.  

This problem is more important for instruction 

caches and which uses STT-RAM instead of SRAM. 

Instruction caches show infrequent write activities because 

data are written to the caches only on cache misses. This 

facilitates an efficient application of STT-RAM with minimal 
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energy overhead from its high write energy. But 

simultaneously, static energy consumption becomes a major 

source of energy consumption in instruction caches. In order 

to avoid the static power consumption in peripheral circuits 

we are using a STT-RAM cache which uses power-gating 

technique. Non-state retentive technique is used in order to 

reduce the leakage power consumption and dynamic power 

consumption without any performance degradation. 

Therefore Power gated STT-RAM caches can achieve 

significant leakage power reduction and negligible 

performance loss simultaneously. 

Our main goal in this paper is to design 

architecture and a policy that can detect long idle time of 

STT-RAM instruction cache in advance and therefore can 

greatly reduce power consumption by power gating the 

caches with minimal impact on performance. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

2.1) Dynamically reconfigurable hybrid cache: An energy 
efficient last-level cache design 

 
  In this paper, Novel Reconfiguration Hybrid Cache 
Architecture (RHC) is used in which NVM is incorporated in 
last-level cache together with incorporated in Last-level 
cache together with SRAM in order to achieve better 
performance and higher energy efficiency. RHC can be 
reconfigured by powering ON/OFF SRAM/NVM arrays in a 
way-based manner 
 
2.2)  MAC: Migration aware compilation for STT-RAM based 
hybrid cache in embedded systems 
 

 In this paper, Migration-Aware Compilation (MAC) 
Approach has been proposed to improve the energy 
efficiency and performance of STT-RAM based hybrid cache. 
By re-arranging data layout, the data access pattern in 
memory blocks is changed such that the number of 
migrations is reduced without any hardware modification. 
 
2.3) Design of last level on-chip cache using spin-torque 
transfer RAM (STT RAM) 

 
In this paper, SRAM is replaced by STT-RAM in 

Last-level on-chip cache (e.g. L2 or L3) for microprocessors. 
In STT-RAM architecture design method that can make STT-
RAM cache with relatively small memory cell size for high 
performance. CACTI-based memory modeling tool is used. 
Simulations are performed using simple scalar. 
 
2.4) Relaxing non-volatility for fast and energy-efficient STT-
RAM caches 

 
In this paper, Magnetic Tunnel Junction is used as 

the core storage and read out element. STT-RAM slows down 
the switching current problem by the application of spin 
polarized current through MTJ elements. CMOS Technology 
scales down and the area of MTJ decreases. This leads to low 
power consumption. 

 
2.5)  Advances and future prospects of spin transfer torque 
random access memory 
 

In this paper, a novel approach for redesigning 

STT-RAM memory cells to reduce the high dynamic energy 

and slow write latencies. We assure that pure STT-RAM 

cache hierarchy provides the best energy efficiency. 

 

2.6) Power and performance of read-write aware hybrid 
caches with non-volatile memories 
 

In this paper, Read-Write Aware Hybrid Cache 
Architecture design (RWHCA) in which read-write regions 
are partitioned with different memory technology in order to 
improve the performance.  
 
2.7)  A static and dynamic energy reduction technique for I-
cache and BTB in embedded processors 
 

In this paper, Loop cache architecture is used for 

Instruction cache in which SFB bits are added to detect the 

forward branches, but it still does not support loops with 

complicated control flow including nested loops.  

 

2.8)  Exploiting fixed programs in embedded systems: A loop 
cache example 
 

In this paper, Pre loaded loop caches in which 
target loops were determined at design time based on 
profiling result. Although the number of L1 cache accesses, it 
limited the number of loops that can be cached in a loop 
cache since all of the selected loops are loaded at the time of 
program initialization.  
 
2.9)  Cache decay: Exploiting generational behavior to 
reduce cache leakage power 
 

In this paper, the decay based Technique is 

introduced in this paper where cache lines are turned OFF 

when they hold the data that are not frequently used. Dead 

period is encountered. It reduces the leakage power within 

the cache memories of the CPU.  

  
 
2.10) Instruction fetch energy reduction using loop caches 
for embedded applications with small tight loops 
 

In this paper, Loop caches are designed for 

reducing the Instruction fetch energy. Counter based loop 

cache structure is introduced in this paper. It reduces the 

instruction fetch energy without a valid bits or a tag array. 

Due to the absence of valid bits, their architecture cannot be 

used for loop that contains any control flow inside their 

bodies. 

 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

3.1 LOOP-AWARE SLEEPY         
INSTRUCTION CACHE 
 

In this proposed work, Loop cache architecture is 
used for reducing the static power consumption in 
peripheral circuits by turning OFF the instruction cache 
whenever entire loop is cached by the loop cache. Loop 
Cache and LASIC Controller play an important role in 
executing an instruction. Loop Cache is made of SRAM and it 
is placed between the processor and instruction cache which 
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is made of STT-RAM. When the entire loop is cached by the 
loop cache then the instruction cache can be turned ON to 
save power. The main function of LASIC Controller is to send 
the information whether the instruction cache or loop cache 
to be turned ON.  

3.2 Loop Cache  
 

A loop cache is a tiny buffer that is used for storing 

instructions of small loop body. When a small loop that can 

fit into the loop cache is detected by monitoring short 

backward branches1 (called trigger branches), instructions 

are loaded into the loop cache and then the instructions for 

the next iterations are fetched from the loop cache until the 

processor exits the loop. Trigger branch detection is 

performed by a simple additional hardware unit; neither the 

processor nor the target applications need to be modified at 

all. In addition, a loop cache itself typically does not have a 

tag array and valid bits because it is used only for loops 

whose body does not exceed its capacity (i.e., no conflict 

miss). Instead, a counter is added to determine whether the 

loop is completely loaded into the loop cache or not (once a 

backward branch is detected, the counter is used to count up 

the fetched instructions to see if all the instructions in the 

loop are cached). It is known that a loop cache has the ability 

to reduce dynamic energy of an L1 instruction cache. 

           The loop cache architecture proposed by Lee has a 

drawback in that the loop cache cannot be used for loops 

that have internal control flows (e.g., loops containing 

conditional statements, nested loops, etc.). In their scheme, 
loop caches are deactivated at any control flow that is not 

caused by the trigger branch instruction. This is because, for 

loops with internal control flows, the counter based 

controller is not sufficient to determine whether a specific 

line of a loop cache is valid or not. 

To overcome this limitation, we remove the 

counter from the loop cache and add a valid bit array and 

boundary address registers that store the start and the end 

address of a loop. In addition, each entry of the loop cache is 

modified to hold one block (composed of a few instructions) 

rather than one instruction. The block size of the loop cache 

is set to that of the L1 instruction cache. In our architecture, 

small loop detection is performed as follows. When a 

backward branch (a direct jump with a negative 

displacement)is detected, the size of a loop formed by the 

branch is calculated by the displacement field of the branch 

instruction and the start address of the loop is computed 

from it. If the loop is smaller than the capacity of the loop 

cache, the loop cache is activated and the boundary address 

registers are updated. As the loop cache does not have tags, 

it needs a special mechanism to check for a hit.  

 When the loop cache is accessed, the controller 

Checks whether the requested address is located inside the 

loop by comparing it with the boundary address registers. If 

so, the valid bit corresponding to the address is read to check 

for a hit and the block data are loaded from the L1 

instruction cache on a miss. On the other hand, when the 

requested address is out of the loop, the loop cache is 

deactivated and all valid bits are set to zero. This can be done 

within a cycle because they are implemented with registers, 

which can be updated in parallel. Note that the valid bit array 

incurs negligible area cost and power consumption because 

loop caches are very small. For example, a 2KB loop cache 

with 64-byte blocks needs only 32 registers to store valid 

bits. At each context switch, every block in the loop cache is 

flushed to prevent the aliasing problem. Note that this would 

not harm the effectiveness of loop caches because context 

switching occurs infrequently (10–100ms in typical 

operating systems). 

 

   

Fig 1:  Proposed STT-RAM instruction cache 

architecture. 

3.3 Loop-Aware Sleep Controller 
 

We propose a loop-aware sleep controller to 

coordinate the loop cache and the power-gated L1 

instruction cache. Fig. 2 shows a state diagram of the 

proposed controller. Our policy is composed of three states 

related to the loop cache, which are standby (S), fill (F), and 

active (A1 and A2). 

The active state is divided into two sub states according to 

whether the L1 instruction cache is in sleep mode (A2) or 

not (A1). 

         In the standby state, the loop cache is not used at all and 

instructions are fetched from the L1 instruction cache. 

During this state, the controller monitors trigger branches 

and changes its state to fill when it detects a loop smaller 

than the loop cache. 
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Fig 2: State Diagram of the Loop-aware Sleep Controller 

In the fill state, the L1 instruction cache still serves 

instructions to the processor, but every fetched instruction is 

also written to the loop cache. The controller still monitors 

trigger branches in this state and changes its state to active 

when the trigger branch is taken again, showing that the 

loop cache is ready to be used. 

  In the active state, the loop cache serves 

instructions to the processor instead of the L1 instruction 

cache, and thus, the L1instruction cache can be turned off 

completely (A2). On loop cache misses, the controller powers 

up the L1 instruction cache to load the corresponding block 

from it (A1). This situation could occur when the loop 

contains control-dependent code that is not executed yet. In 

that case, the controller powers up the L1 instruction cache 

to load the corresponding block from it. After the iteration, it 

is turned off again to reduce static energy consumption. 

Although this policy might turn the L1 instruction cache on 

and off several times per loop, such a case would not occur 

frequently3 because loop cache misses during the active 

state never happen in blocks having at least one control-

independent instruction, which are loaded during the fill 

state. 

Among the three loop cache states, the active state 
consumes the least power. In this state, not only the static 
power consumption is greatly reduced through powered-off 
instruction caches, but the dynamic power consumption is 
also reduced by small access energy of the loop cache 
compared with the L1 instruction cache. On the contrary, the 
fill state consumes slightly more dynamic power than the 
standby state because of the write energy of the loop cache. 
Its effect on the total power consumption is, however, small 
in general because it lasts for only one iteration per loop. 

 

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 

We evaluate the effectiveness of our architecture 
through architectural simulation. Model sim is used for 
simulation and Xilinx is used for evaluating the time, area 
and power for the existing and proposed architecture. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Simulation result of Existing Method 

 

Fig 4: Proposed Method Simulation Result. 

 

Fig 5: Proposed Method Model sim Simulation Result 
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Parameters Existing Method Proposed Method 

Area 19,269 gates 3,349 gates 

Time 10.6 ns 10.8 ns 

Power 230 mw 165 mw 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison Table for the Existing and Proposed 

Architecture. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Power-gated STT-RAM caches can achieve significant 

leakage power reduction and negligible performance loss 

simultaneously. The main goal in this brief is to design 

architecture and a policy that can detect long idle time of 

STT-RAM instruction caches in advance and therefore can 

greatly reduce the power consumption by power-gating the 

caches with minimal impact on performance. Specifically, we 

improved loop caches to support any kind of loops and based 

on it, we designed a policy that controlled sleep mode of 

power-gated L1 instruction cache. Evaluation results showed 

that our architecture achieved 30% reduction in energy with 

minimum overhead in performance compared with the STT-

RAM baseline. 
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